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Agent technology can 

help users experience 

cultural assets  

or monitor the 

transportation  

of cultural assets.

V illa Adriana is an enormous archaeological area where ancient arti-

facts and modern technology have found an unexpected equilibrium. The 

old artifacts are huge stone monuments; the modern technology includes PDAs 

and signals from the Galileo satellite combined with intelligent software agents.

As part of the European Cuspis project (Cul-
tural Heritage Space Identification System, www. 
cuspis-project.info), we exploited intelligent agents 
for two ambient-intelligence scenarios applicable to 
Villa Adriana. One scenario involves cultural assets 
fruition—the possibility of accessing and enjoying 
cultural assets. This scenario concerns the dissemi-
nation of information about cultural assets; for ex-
ample, users can visit a museum or archaeological 
site and receive on their mobile devices appropri-
ate, personalized information about that place. The 
other scenario involves cultural assets monitoring, 
which concerns securely transporting cultural as-
sets from the owner organization to a renter orga-
nization and back.

To improve these scenarios, we designed the 
Dalica multiagent system. In the CAF scenario, an 
agent assists and guides each user during the visit 
by suggesting routes and proposing suitable in-
formation. The agent works from a standard user 
profile that it later improves by eliciting the user’s 

cultural awareness, habits, and preferences. The en-
hanced profile lets the agent update the route and 
propose customized information, including sugges-
tions for future visits to that or other locations. In 
the CAM scenario, agents monitor the transporta-
tion to enhance security. Sensors in packages con-
taining cultural assets detect environmental data, 
which agents analyze to infer possible theft. Agents 
also monitor other practical considerations such as 
routing.

We’ve fully implemented Dalica and success-
fully tested it at the University of L’Aquila and the 
Villa Adriana area.

Agents and distributed monitoring
Agents and multiagent systems (MAS) are a 

powerful technology for addressing a variety of 
complex scenarios that require autonomy. Several 
industrial applications1 demonstrate the advantage 
of using agents. However, agent systems haven’t 
achieved widespread deployment in operating en-
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vironments because the technology has yet 
to move from pure research to development. 
Dalica is an interesting example because 
we’ve implemented it in a nontrivial, real-
world scenario.

Platforms for building autonomous soft-
ware require dedicated basic concepts and 
languages. At the individual-agent level, 
they require representational elements such 
as observations, actions, beliefs, and goals. 
Every agent-oriented framework must pro-
vide certain functionalities, including

reactivity—an agent’s ability to perceive 
its external environment and respond ap-
propriately to its perceptions,
proactivity—an agent’s ability to exhibit 
goal-directed behavior by taking the ini-
tiative according to suitable conditions, 
and
social ability—an agent’s ability to com-
municate with other agents with suitable 
modalities.

At the next higher level, new applications 
need intelligence (the ability to exhibit, 
compose, and adapt behaviors) and must be 
able to learn without being instructed how 
to appropriately perform a task.

Among potential applications, distributed 
monitoring and control systems (DMCS) 
appear to be a natural realm for agents be-
cause controllers are autonomous. You could 
consider the Dalica scenario to be a distrib-
uted monitoring system. For example, in the 
CAF scenario, the object of the agent moni-
toring activity is to assist the user during the 
visit. The degree of control here is loose—
the system can advise the user to follow a 
route or view a piece of art, but the user re-
mains autonomous. (The degree of control 
could increase in the future when we extend 
the system to assist disabled people.) How-
ever, the system must check that users don’t 
trespass forbidden areas, crowd into lim-
ited areas, or violate public visiting hours. It 
must also inform users of interesting events, 
such as a concert, and unlucky events, such 
as a closure for security reasons or inclem-
ent weather.

Our DMCS system needs intelligence to 
interact with users in a flexible, customiz-
able, and evolving way, rather than through 
predefined, rigid, or unalterable patterns. 
Computational logic can be relevant in this 
sense—it’s a good tool for building intelli-
gent agents. Logic languages are also good 
candidates for such advanced applications 

•

•

•

owing to their fast prototyping, efficient 
implementation, and embodiment of new 
concepts.

Modeling the environment
We put our system to work in a complex, 

heterogeneous environment; here, we dis-
cuss how to model such an environment. 
The environment’s distributed nature led us 
to accept Jacques Ferber’s definition—that 
you can model an environment as a set of 
cells assembled into a network.2 So, in Dal-
ica, we interpreted the environment as a set 
of specialized cells. For instance, a cell con-
sists of the ontological description of the 
site where the agents are put to work (for 
example, Villa Adriana), where monuments 

and services are mapped. But, for the CAF 
scenario, we also had to consider the per-
ceptions (positions and preferences) from 
each visitor’s device as belonging to a par-
ticular cell. We could also consider as spe-
cialized cells the global database contain-
ing visitors’ profile information and, in the 
transport scenario, the perceptions coming 
from the devices that control the artwork’s 
safety. The abstraction levels of the infor-
mation coming from different cells triggers 
suitable activity in the Dalica agents.

We can formalize this multiple-layer con-
cept using an approach that decomposes the 
environment into building blocks called en-
vironment abstractions.3 Each environment 
abstraction is an entity encapsulating some 
function or service for the agents. From 
this perspective, the cells we defined earlier 
form several different environment blocks 
or layers. The MAS middleware layer lets 
us formalize the underlying infrastructures.

The environment can provide three levels 
of support:

The basic level includes external re-
sources that interact with the MAS. For 
us, these resources include the visitors’ 
PDAs, the repository of transport digital 
certificates, the global database, and all 
other hardware components of the over-
all Cuspis system (including the MAS).
The abstraction level bridges the gap be-
tween the agent abstraction and low-level 
deployment details. This level includes, 
for example, the MAS ontology, the au-
thentication infrastructure, and the com-
munication infrastructure.
The interaction-mediation level encom-
passes the mechanisms for mediated in-
teraction. This level includes the MAS 
infrastructures for organizing the visi-
tors’ activities in the CAF scenario or for 
coordinating the cultural assets transport 
in the CAM scenario.

Above the environment levels are the 
working agent applications. We model the en-
vironment using a synthesis of previously de-
scribed approaches: we see the environment 
as consisting of several contexts, each provid-
ing not just data but rather (or also) functions 
and services, at various abstraction levels.

Figure 1 shows the infrastructure for en-
vironment abstractions in the Cuspis MAS 
application, for the CAF scenario. The phys-
ical layer specifies the hardware compo-
nents exploited by the Cuspis MAS system 
(that is, the visitors’ PDAs, the Galileo in-
frastructure, and so forth); we’ve integrated 
Dalica into this layer. The PDA receives 
the Galileo signal and transmits the visitor’s 
position to the Cuspis system, which deliv-
ers it to the Cuspis MAS systems.

The execution platform specifies the op-
erating systems, the virtual machine, and 
other middleware.

The Cuspis MAS application consists of 
the application agents and the application 
environment. There are three types of ap-
plication agents. The generator agent auto-
matically generates the user profile agents 
when a user initiates a visit. The user profile 
agent deduces visitors’ interests and moni-
tors their behavior. The output agent man-
ages communication between Dalica and 
external infrastructures.

The application environment has three 
components. The ontology interface gives 
agents information about the Villa Adri-
ana context. The visitor data interface com-
municates to the Cuspis MAS the visitors’ 
positions and data (such as responses to  
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questions, interests, and so forth). The 
global database interface contains the user 
profiles and other global information.

Improving  
cultural-assets fruition

To help agents understand Villa Adriana, 
we’ve represented the domain knowledge as 
a set of points of interest. Each POI repre-
sents a specific cultural asset or some public 
place (such as a restaurant) near a cultural 
asset. A POI includes these fields:

Identifier is a string that uniquely identi-
fies the POI.
Latitude is the POI’s latitude defined 
through the Galileo satellite.
Longitude is the POI’s longitude defined 
through the Galileo satellite.
Radius is the radius of a circle that iden-
tifies the POI (we explain this in detail in 
the next section).
Keywords is a list of the POI’s character-
istics—for example, “mosaic” if the POI 
contains a mosaic or “water” if it includes 
a fountain or water basin. A POI might 
have several keywords, each weighted 
according to its relative importance (ex-
pressed as a percentage and determined 
by experts). For example, assuming that 
visitors are usually attracted to the Pecile 
for its water basin, while its mosaic has a 
marginal role, the keyword list would be 

•

•

•

•

•

[(water, 60), (garden, 30), (mosaic,10)].
Time for visit is the average time a user 
should dedicate to the POI (again, ex-
perts provide this information).

The Dalica ontology
We collected the POI descriptions in an 

appropriate ontology (developed for the 
Cuspis project by the University of Rome Tor 
Vergata’s Artificial Intelligence and Natural 
Language Processing group). For instance, 
the following string defines “Pecile”:

poi(‘VA_PecileV 1’, 41.942012, 12.774035, 80, 
[(‘mosaic’,10), (‘water’, 40), (‘statue’, 20), 
(‘garden’, 10), (‘column’, 20)], 10).

Keywords let us establish the possi-
ble similarities between POIs and, conse-
quently, let agents understand if the visitor 
is interested in a particular feature common 
to them. For example, if in Villa Adriana a 
person visits the Pecile, Teatro Marittimo, 
Canopo, Piccole, and Grandi Terme, you 
could assume that the visitor is interested in 
POIs with water. In all these POIs, water has 
a greater weight than the other keywords.

constructing  
and enhancing user profiles

As we mentioned earlier, users provide 
a basic profile before starting the visit— 
often via the website where they booked 

•
the visit—with basic data about themselves 
(such as name, age, and profession) and the 
visit. The user expresses preferences as POI 
characteristics (such as “I like gardens”). 
When the visit begins, the system gener-
ates a user profile one agent. The agent 
elaborates the data from the initial profile, 
then reelaborates the profile according to 
new data derived from the user behavior.

New enhanced fruition profiles can re-
place a user profile while the visitor pro-
ceeds on the route.

Deducing visitor interests. Dalica agents 
are reactive, proactive, and communicative. 
They can perceive and react appropriately 
to data from the environment, such as satel-
lite coordinates or the visitor’s POIs. Reac-
tivity lets the agents adopt a specific behav-
ior in response to the external perceptions. 
Proactivity has a main role because the 
reasoning process that leads to interest de-
duction is based on the correlation of data 
coming from the environment, the ontol-
ogy, and inferential processes.

The agent deduction process comprises 
three phases: the first represents a basic de-
duction level that involves six possible in-
dictors of a visitor’s interest.

The first indicator is the amount of time a 
visitor spends at one location. The algorithm 
for this assumes that visitors might be inter-
ested in a POI if they observe it longer than 
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Figure 1. Multiagent-system environment abstraction layers for the cultural-assets-fruition (CAF) scenario.
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average. Agents can modulate the meaning 
of “longer” according to the visitor’s profile. 
Clearly, a longer stay could be due to several 
reasons unrelated to the visitor’s interest. So, 
agents must confirm that interest through 
other means (including asking the user).

Agents use the Galileo satellite signal 
to determine which POI a user is visiting. 
The system identifies each POI by a circle 
(whose center is defined by a latitude and 
a longitude) having a certain radius. If the 
user’s PDA shows a position in the circle re-
lated to a specific POI, we can assume that 
the user is visiting that POI. If two or more 
POIs are close enough that their circles in-
tersect, and the visitor is located within the 
intersection, the algorithm presumes that 
the visitor is interested in all those POIs 
(because the algorithm can’t capture the us-
er’s intention). The algorithm considers the 
keywords of all selected POIs to extrapolate 
the most frequent ones. These keywords 
represent the assumed user interests that, 
once deduced, must be confirmed both by 
subsequent user behavior and other deduc-
tion mechanisms.

The second indictor is the visited POIs. 
The algorithm considers the user’s chosen 
POIs to improve reliability and precision as 
the user visits more POIs. The algorithm ex-
tracts each POI’s keywords and asserts the 
most frequent ones as “deduced interests.”

The third indictor is the chosen route. If a 
visitor chooses a system-proposed route, the 
agent tries to capture the visitor’s interests 
by studying the POIs along that route.

The fourth indictor is similarity. This al-
gorithm employs a similarity measure to 
match the interests the user expressed on 
the website with the ontology. It selects as 
deduced interests the ontology elements 
that it considers similar enough.

The fifth indicator is responses to explicit 
questions. The system can occasionally ask 
questions about the POIs near the visitor.

The sixth indicator is responses to cul-
tural questions. This strategy considers the 
visitor’s (self-declared) cultural level. This 
process includes elements such as the visi-
tor’s job and age. The agent compares the 
data acquired from questions and other 
methods and elaborates it to determine the 
appropriate specificity of information. We 
have provisionally identified three degrees 
of accuracy.

To further refine the user profile defini-
tion, the second deduction phase repeats the 
steps of the first phase and compares the re-

sults to those of the first phase. This process 
selects the most frequent interests that ap-
pear in both phases.

The third phase sends the list of most fre-
quent interests to the visitor for partial or to-
tal confirmation. The agent manages the se-
lected interests for updating the user profile. 
Moreover, the agent communicates them to 
a central system that manages the visitor’s 
information to propose (through the agent) 
information and POIs closer to the user’s 
desires and expectations.

Monitoring visitor behavior. Dalica agents 
use their reactive and proactive capabilities 
for three basic monitoring tasks.

The first is detecting trespassing. If a vis-
itor enters a forbidden area, the agent sends 

an alert to the visitor’s PDA and informs the 
authorities about the violation.

The second task is monitoring the visi-
tor’s route. The agent can track the visitor 
when he or she chooses a predefined route. 
The agent’s activity adapts to the visitor’s 
speed. When the visitor tours Villa Adri-
ana along a predefined route but finishes it 
quickly, leaving time to visit other POIs, the 
agent proposes additional places to visit ac-
cording to the user profile and the distance. 
Alternatively, if the agent realizes that the 
visitor won’t be able to visit all the POIs 
along the route in the predefined time, it 
sends a warning to the visitor’s PDA.

The third task is creating a list of POIs. 
The agent collects all POIs that a user has 
visited into a file with texts and images, let-
ting the visitor remember the visit to Villa 
Adriana.

Coordinating users’ activities. We de-
signed Dalica under the assumption that 

visitors might have common interests and 
decide to share their time. Dalica user 
profile agents can detect common inter-
ests among users easily: they construct and 
manage the user profiles and can exchange 
information about them. During the visit, 
when an agent has collected enough infor-
mation about the user, it cooperates with the 
other user profile agents. This activity aims 
to discover whether visitors with similar 
profiles would like to share the rest of their 
visit with others nearby. This negotiation 
could be extended to other users’ activities 
such as dining at a particular restaurant or 
visiting other museums.

Monitoring  
cultural-assets transport

Totally eliminating the risks involved 
during transport is difficult—maybe impos-
sible. This task’s unpredictability hides its 
risks, delays, anxieties, and difficulties.

Previously, we combined the Galileo in-
frastructure with security mechanisms to 
create the Geo Time Authentication sys-
tem.4 The GTA identifies and authenticates 
cultural assets, protects cultural-asset infor-
mation, and securely transports cultural as-
sets. We achieve secure transport using the 
GTA monitoring component. Each pack-
age containing a cultural asset includes a 
device that contains this component and is 
connected to temperature, humidity, and 
light sensors. At runtime, the monitoring 
component

controls sensor data variation to detect 
possible opening of the package,
checks the mutual position among pack-
ages to detect possible theft, and
uses the Galileo signal to check the cor-
rect transport routing.

Experiments revealed that the GTA mon-
itoring component can raise false alarms—
in particular, owing to unexpected environ-
mental conditions (such as rapid weather 
changes or sharp vehicle braking) that re-
quire intelligent deductions the GTA im-
plementation lacks.5 So, we enhanced GTA 
by exploiting intelligent agents’ deduction 
capabilities.

During transport planning, the cultural 
assets’ owner, renter (the entity who desires 
the cultural assets), and third-party enti-
ties (those who vouch for the content and 
the transport routing) cooperate to produce 
different certificates. We focus here on the 
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authorization and the transport certificates 
because the Dalica agents use them. Each 
transport package has an authorization cer-
tificate listing all the cultural assets in that 
package, which the system uses to check 
that the assets are actually in the package. 
When a transport has been planned, exactly 
one transport certificate (which contains the 
correct routing) is generated. The system 
defines the routing in terms of

the starting transport area and the related 
date (the day and hour),
the areas the transport must travel 
through and the related dates, and
the destination area and date.

In our experiments with the Cuspis project, 
the cultural assets’ owner was a museum 
in Rome, the renter was a museum in Flor-
ence, and the third-party entities were the 
Ministry of Cultural Heritage, the insur-

•

•

•

ance company, and the transport company.
In the packaging phase, the aforemen-

tioned entities, along with the person re-
sponsible of transport (RT) and the packag-
ing expert (PE), supervise the packaging of 
assets. Each package contains

a set of assets identified by an RFID tag;
an Asset Board Unit; and
the temperature, humidity, and light 
sensors.

The ABU is a powerful mobile device that 
hosts both the GTA monitoring component 
and a control device agent. The GTA moni-
toring component provides security through 
traditional mechanisms (cryptography, cer-
tificates, and a detection algorithm), and 
the control device agent enhances security 
through intelligent deductions. In the real 
implementation, both the GTA component 
and agent can implement the same security 
checking, thus providing additional security.

During the journey, each control device 
agent proactively checks that the route is 
correct, verifies the cultural assets, checks 
the sensor data, and verifies the package 
position. It checks the route by exploiting 
both the Galileo signal and the transport 
certificate. In particular, the agent uses the 
Galileo satellite to check that the package 
travels through each area at the right time. 
When verifying the cultural asset, the con-
trol agent loads all the cultural-asset IDs 

in the authorization certificate 
and verifies their presence in the 
package.

These activities repeat over 
time. The GTA monitoring com-
ponent also checks the routing 
and verifies the assets. So, the 
agent provides redundant checks 
that enhance the system’s fault 
tolerance.

Checking the sensor data deter-
mines its variation over time. This 
variation must not exceed a given 
threshold that adapts dynamically 
through agent cooperation. This 
check ensures that a package is 
neither opened nor in a dangerous 
environment.

Verifying the package posi-
tion ensures that all packages are 
in the correct position. This pro-
cess involves agent cooperation. 
Occasionally, each control device 
agent sends a message to the other 

•
•
•

agents requesting their position. It then 
computes the distance and verifies that the 
(relative) position doesn’t vary. As we men-
tioned earlier, a variation of the packages’ 
relative positions can imply theft but can 
also be due to a sudden stop. This situation 
requires agent reasoning to enhance the sys-
tem’s effectiveness by detecting and avoid-
ing GTA false alarms. When Dalica detects 
an anomaly, it sends a warning message.

The control device agents can adapt the 
thresholds to new environmental condi-
tions. If, for example, the environmental 
temperature exceeds the threshold for all 
packs, the agents can communicate with 
each other and conclude that no package 
has been tampered with because each sig-
nals the same temperature. In this case, the 
agents don’t send an alert but rather cooper-
ate with the GTA monitoring component to 
adapt to the new temperature threshold.

Implementing Dalica

We implemented Dalica in DALI,6–8 a 
logical-agent-oriented language. Here we 
look at our implementation of the user pro-
file agent. This agent receives the Galileo 
satellite signal via a DALI reactive rule 
(see figure 2), where posE(…) is an external 
event (that is, the perception of something 
that happened in the external world). In this 
case, it’s information about the user’s posi-
tion, where Lat and Lng are the latitude and 
the longitude, Time and Date are the time and 
date, and Integrity indicates how well the sig-
nal has been received. To define the reac-
tion, we use a reactive rule whose head con-
tains that external event. The special token 
:>, used instead of :-, indicates that reactive 
rules perform forward reasoning.

This rule filters the Galileo signal ac-
cording to its integrity value (indicating 
the signal’s quality). The signal is accept-
able if its integrity is different from 0. The 
system then records the action positionA(Lat,	
Lng,Time,Date;_) and makes the position data 
available to the proactive rules for subse-
quent inferential activities. Subsequent de-
tections of the satellite signal will update 
the position data.

The trespassing check illustrates the 
agent’s proactive capabilities. This check 
employs an internal event—a pair of rules 
that let DALI agents reach internal conclu-
sions according to acquired knowledge and 
experience (see figure 3). The system au-
tomatically attempts the first rule in each 
pair from time to time. If it succeeds, pos-

posE(Lat,Lng,Time,Date,Integrity,_):>
def_position(Lat,Lng,Time,Date,Integrity).
def_position(_,_,_,_,Integrity):-
	 Integrity=0,no_correct_signalA.
def_position(Lat,Lng,Time,Date,Integrity):-
	 Integrity=1,positionA(Lat,Lng,Time,Date,1).
def_position(Lat,Lng,Time,Date,Integrity):-
	 Integrity=2,positionA(Lat,Lng,Time,Date,2).

Figure 2. Integrity signal identification 
via the DALI reactive rule.

check_forbidden_area(Lat,Lng):-
	 positionP(Lat,Lng,_,_,_).
check_forbidden_areaI(Lat,Lng):>
	 findall(X,clause(forbidden_area(X,_),_),L),
	 examine_forbidden_area(Lat,Lng,L).

examine_forbidden_area(_,_,[]).
examine_forbidden_area(Lat,Lng,[A|_]):-
	 clause(forbidden_area(A,Li),_),
	 belong_forbidden	area(Lat,Lng,Li),
	 genera_code(I),
	 clause(agent(S),_),
	 clause(message_forbidden_area(Mfa),_),
	 clause(user_terminal(UT),_),
	 messageA(transfer,
	 send_message(xinfotransfer_message(I,S,UT,Mfa),S)),
	 clause(system_address(SA),_),
	 messageA(transfer,
	 send_message(xinfotransfer_message(I,S,SA,Mfa),S)).
examine_forbidden_area(Lat,Lng,[A|B]):-
	 clause(forbidden_area(A,Li),_),
	 not(belong_forbidden_area(Lat,Lng,Li)),
	 examine_forbidden_area(Lat,Lng,B).

Figure 3. Forbidden area checking via the DALI 
proactive rule.
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sibly returning some values for input vari-
ables, the system then executes the body 
of the second rule (the reactive one) after 
assigning the values to the variables. The 
rule check_forbidden_area(Lat,Lng) is an internal 
event that is triggered each time the agent 
receives a new correct position.

The procedure belong_forbidden_area(Lat,Lng,	
Li) verifies whether the position is in a for-
bidden area. A positive response forces the 
agent to send a message to the user’s PDA 
and to the central system for alerting the 
authorities. In the communication primi-
tive xinfotransfer_message(I,S,SA,Mfa), Mfa speci-
fies the kind of communication act that the 
agent is performing (in this case, a forbid-
den-area alert).

Agents at work
Suppose a user is walking near the Preto-

rio. The ontology describes the Pretorio as

poi(‘V A_IlPretorio’, 41.939503, 
12.775775, 25, [(‘columns’, 0.30), (‘opus’, 
0.30), (‘fresco’, 0.30), (‘arch’, 0.10)], 8).

That is, the center of the circle describ-
ing the Pretorio is defined by the tuple 
(41.939503,12.775775) of Galileo coordi-
nates. The circle’s radius is 25 meters, and 
we describe the Pretorio with the keywords 
columns, opus, fresco, and arch. A rele-
vant parameter for deducing that the visi-
tor might be interested in this POI is the 
time for a visit—assumed to be about eight 
minutes.

The user’s movements are concentrated 
in the area described by these coordinates:

(41.93948,12.775775); 
(41.939476,12.775773); 
(41.939487,12.775773); 
(41.939487,12.775772); 
(41.939495,12.775768); 
(41.939503,12.775775); 
(41.939503,12.775784); 
(41.93945,12.7755765); 
(41.93944,12.775759); 
(41.939438,12.775752); 
(41.93943,12.7757435); 
(41.9394,12.77573).

The user’s PDA communicates these posi-
tions to the user profile agent. The time is 
the afternoon, after 1:30 p.m. Some posi-
tions can repeat because the user might stay 
in one place.

Figure 4 illustrates the user profile agent’s 
behavior. The agent has already deduced an 
interest in Grandi Terme and Pretorio Vista, 

which leads the agent to assume that the vis-
itor is interested in thermae (thermal baths), 
an interest belonging to the POI Grandi 
Terme. Then, the agent sends the interest 
thermae to the transfer output agent, which 
dispatches the message to the visitor’s PDA. 
Finally, the agent sends questions about Pre-
torio Vista and waits for the user’s reply to 
understand his or her preferences and send 
personalized information.

Although no significant statistics are 
available yet, experiments have 

shown that Dalica behaves well and can de-
duce the visitors’ interests adequately. User 
feedback has been positive—users were im-
pressed by how the system understood their 

needs. They would have liked better interac-
tion to control the system behavior and ask 
more questions. We’ll consider this feed-
back in future developments. The users also 
indicated that they would pay a reasonable 
price to use the system but wouldn’t pay for 
the information.

We’ve also successfully demonstrated Dal-
ica in Villa Adriana to European Community 
officers and to various stakeholders, includ-
ing local institutions, Cuspis partners, repre-
sentatives of the Italian Ministry of Cultural 
Heritage, and a delegation of the Chinese 
Ministry of Cultural Heritage. For the dem-
onstration, we based the Cuspis system de-
ployment on a server and three user terminals 
equipped with Egnos (European Geostation-
ary Navigation Overlay Service) receiver and  
communication devices. We demonstrated the 

(b)

(a)

Vestibolo

Grandi Terme

Pretorio

make(deduce_interest_time_in_poi(http://ontologies/heritage#VA_GrandiTerme2)
make(deduce_interest_time_in_poi(http://ontologies/heritage#VA_IlPretorioVista)
make(position(41.93948,12.775775,time(13,38,40),date(15,11,06),1))
make(deduce_interest_time([(thermae,0.25)]))
make(position(41.939476,12.775773,time(13,38,45),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.939487,12.775773,time(13,38,50),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.939487,12.775762,time(13,38,55),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.939495,12.775768,time(13,39,00),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.939503,12.775775,time(13,39,05),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.939503,12.775784,time(13,39,10),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.93947,12.775784,time(13,38,15),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.93945,12.775765,time(13,39,20),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.93944,12.775759,time(13,39,25),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.939438,12.775752,time(13,39,30),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.93943,12.7757435,time(13,39,35),date(15,11,06),1))
make(position(41.93942,12.77573,time(13,39,40),date(15,11,06),1))
send_message_to(transfer,send_message(question(8,1,1,8,VA_IlPretorio),1))

41.93952 12.775772

Figure 4. Dalica MAS at work in the CAF scenario: (a) the satellite overview of the 
Pretorio area and (b) User Profile agent activity.
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CAM scenario on 31 January 2007 with secure 
transportation from the Scuderie del Quiri-
nale Exhibition in Rome to the Villa Adriana 
Museum. For more information on the Cus-
pis demonstrations, see www.cuspis-project. 
info/demonstrations.htm.

Future improvements will deal with both 
the algorithms and the data representation. 
In particular, we plan to make the POI de-
scriptions more complete and informative 
to support useful inference about the POI 
interconnections. Because a Cuspis central 
server collects the Dalica data, data min-
ing could give agents significant informa-
tion for use in initial profiles—but also 

goes beyond a single-user visit to be used in 
future visits or for statistical aims. We plan 
research tied to social computing to better 
relate different users’ activities and to su-
pervise and coordinate group visits. Also, 
agents might exploit their planning capa-
bilities to suggest alternative routes to users 
who are late or in a hurry.

Dalica should be available for general 
use in the near future. For a description of 
other systems for monitoring cultural as-
sets, see the sidebar.
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